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 4 2Ž .We construct a complete orthonormal system  for L  , dx suchj, k j , k 
that each Bessel waelet  has a compactly supported Hankel transform. Wej, k
apply this system in the Galerkin solution of the differential equation Lu f on
 , where L is the Bessel operator. The associated linear system can be precondi-
tioned using a simple diagonal preconditioning matrix to give a system which is
sparse and has condition number which is bounded independent of the Galerkin
subspace. Thus we obtain the same advantages for the singular operator L that
have been obtained for uniformly elliptic operators using standard wavelets. The
main step is a characterization of the BesselSobolev norm of a function in terms
of its Bessel wavelet coefficients. We also present numerical work which shows that
the condition numbers are small enough for this method to be practical.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let  0 the case  0 will be considered in Section 7 . Let  be
Ž . Ž .the open half-line 0, and let AC  be the set of complex-valuedl oc 
Ž .functions on  that are locally absolutely continuous. For g AC  l oc 
 Ž .such that g  AC  , definel oc 
 2  14
L˜g x g x  g x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2x
which exists pointwise a.e. on  . To define a self-adjoint operator
˜ ˜ ˜  Ž .corresponding to L, first let L be the restriction of L to C  , theC 0 0
C functions with compact support in  . Let L L denote the 
˜ 2 2Ž .  Ž . Ž Friedrichs Dirichlet extension of L in L  L  , dx see, e.g., 10,C 0
.p. 325 . The domain of L is
  ˜ 2D  g : g , g  AC  ; lim g x  0; g , g , Lg L 2Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5L l oc 
x0
˜Ž .9, p. 234 . Then L is self-adjoint and Lg Lg for gD . We call L theL
Bessel operator because of its connections to Bessel functions described
below. Our purpose is to construct Bessel waelets and apply these in the
Galerkin approach to the numerical solution of the equation
Lu f , 3Ž .
Ž .for fR L , the range of L. Our goal is to obtain the same advantages
for the singular operator L as obtained with standard wavelets in the case
Ž  .of a uniformly elliptic SturmLiouville operator e.g., in 8 . Specifically,
the associated linear system can be preconditioned via a simple diagonal
preconditioner to have a bounded condition number while still being
sparse.
The Bessel function of order  is defined for x 0 by
1 12 2 i x tJ x   x 1 t e dt , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
1
Ž 12  Ž ..1 Ž where    2   12 6, p. 138 ; this formula is valid for
.12 . Alternately,
k 2 k1 xŽ .
J x  x 5Ž . Ž .Ý ž /k! k  1 2Ž .k0
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Ž 6, p. 130 ; this formula is valid whenever  is not a negative integer, while
n ˜ ' 'Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .J  1 J for n . By 4 , L x J x  x J x . Consequentlyn n  
2˜ ' 'L x J x   x J x 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž x .  
˜ ˜for each  0, where the subscript in L indicates that L is applied inŽ x .
˜' Ž .the x variable. Thus x J x plays the same role with respect to L that
 i x 4 2 2the characters e play with respect to d dx . We define a Bessel
analog of the Fourier transform by
Rˆ 'f   lim f x x J x dx 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
R 0
2Ž . 2Ž .for  0, where the limit exists in L  ,  d for every f L  , dx . 
Moreover,
ˆ 2 2: L  , dx  L  ,  d 8Ž . Ž . Ž . 
is unitary, with inverse 	 defined by
R	 'g x  lim g  x J x  d . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
R 0
Ž  These facts follow from the corresponding facts 4, p. 1535 or 1, p.
12 ˆ. Ž . Ž .213 for the Hankel transform H, which satisfies Hf    f  by
definition.
² : Ž .We use the notations f , g for the usual inner product H f x g x dxŽ .0
2 Ž . ² : Ž .in L  , dx and f , g for the weighted inner product H f  g   dŽ . 0
2 ˆŽ .in L  ,  d . The unitarity of means that the Parseval relation
ˆ² : ² :f , g  f , g 10Ž .ˆ 
holds. For all gD ,L

 2Lg    g  . 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽFor g C  , 11 follows from 6 and integration by parts the formal0 
˜.self-adjointness of L . For general gD , it follows from the spectralL
Ž   .theorem applied to the differential operator L 4, p. 1535 or 1, p. 192 .
The Bessel analogs of the homogeneous Sobolev spaces, which we
denote H s , are defined for s byB





2 s ˆs f   f   d . 12Ž . Ž .H HB ž /0
2 ˆThe requirement that f L is made because we have only defined on
2 ˆL , but note that the norm is homogeneous. By the unitarity of ,
0 2Ž . Ž . Ž .H  L  , dx , with the same norm. For gD , 10  11 implyB  L
2 2 ˆ1  ² :g   g  , g   Lg , g  Lg , g . 13² : ² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆH  B
 To describe our purpose, we summarize some of Jaffard’s work in 8 .
 Consider a SturmLiouville problem on 0, 1 of the form
d du
 a x  b x u x  f x , 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /dx dx
Ž . Ž .with u 0  u 1  0, assuming the uniform ellipticity conditions
0 c  a x  c , 0 b x  c  15Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
  Žfor all x 0, 1 . Jaffard considers the multidimensional case, but we only
.  discuss the one-dimensional case here. Using wavelets adapted to 0, 1 in
Ž .a Galerkin approximation to the solution of 14 , one obtains a linear
system of equations. Jaffard shows that this system can be preconditioned
using a diagonal preconditioning matrix in such a way that the matrix M of
the resulting linear system Mx y has two key properties: M is sparse
and the condition number of M is bounded independent of the degree of
Žapproximation i.e., the size of the subspace used in the finite element
.process . Recall that the condition number of a matrix M is defined by
   1 M M , and the smaller the condition number of M, the more stable
the solution of the system Mx y is under perturbation of the data y. Our
goal is to obtain the advantages of sparseness and the bounded condition
number in the case of the Bessel operator, which is obviously not uni-
formly elliptic. These results are stated in Theorem 10 and Lemma 12. Our
approach is to construct wavelets which are adapted to L in the same way
that standard wavelets are adapted to d2dx 2.
Ž .More precisely, using Meyer’s original wavelets 11 , we will construct a
family
 4j , k j , k ,
2Ž . Ž .which forms an orthonormal basis for L  Theorem 3 . These Bessel
waelets satisfy
2 8
j jˆsupp    : 2   2 . 16Ž .j , k ½ 53 3
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j Ž .They are also localized in space, near the point 2 k Theorem 6 : there
exists c   such thatM
M Mj2 j j j  x  c 2 1 2 xk 1 2 x 2 kŽ . Ž .Ž .j , k M
12jmin 2 x , 1 , 17Ž . Ž .ž /
where M is determined by the smoothness of a function w chosen in the
Ž  Ž . .construction if w is chosen to be C , then 17 holds for all M 0 . The
Bessel wavelets do not have the translation structure of standard wavelets,
but they do have the following dilation property:
 x  2 j2 2 j x . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .j , k 0, k
The key fact leading to the control on the condition number in Jaffard’s
work is the well-known characterization of the H 1 norm in terms of
Ž .wavelet coefficients. In our case the corresponding result Theorem 8 is
22 j1  ² :f  2 f ,  , 19Ž .Ý ÝH j , kB
j k
where  is standard notation indicating that there exist positive
constants, independent of f , bounding the ratio of the two quantities
above and below. With this result, we can show that using the family
 4 Ž . in the Galerkin procedure to solve 3 leads to a linearj, k j , k
system that can be diagonally preconditioned to a sparse system with
bounded condition number.
Suppose T has the form
d d b xŽ .
T a x  , 20Ž . Ž .2ž /dx dx x
Ž . Ž .where we assume there exist constants c , c such that 0 c  a x , b x1 2 1
 c  for all x 0. Suppose  12, and consider the Galerkin2
solution of Tu f using Bessel wavelets for L . Then we still obtain the
boundedness of the condition number of the associated preconditioned
Ž .linear system Lemma 11 . Thus Bessel wavelets can be used to treat
perturbations of the Bessel operator that have singularities of the same
order.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop a Bessel
Ž  .version of the 	-transform see 7 . This has the advantage that the analog
Ž .of 19 is easy to prove. In the next section we construct Bessel wavelets
2Ž .and prove that they form an orthonormal basis for L  , dx . We also
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Ž .demonstrate 17 and show that the Bessel wavelets belong to D . ByL
applying Schur’s lemma and the results of Section 2, the norm equivalence
Ž .19 is proved in Section 4. The results regarding the Galerkin procedure
are proved in Section 5. In Section 6, we present some numerical results.
We discuss the case  0 in Section 7. It is distinct because for this case
we do not obtain that the Bessel wavelets belong to D . However, they doL
belong to the domain of the maximal extension L , and we obtain themax
same numerical results as in the case  0, although by slightly different
arguments. In Section 8 we make some concluding comments.
2. THE BESSEL 	-TRANSFORM
 Ž .Let 
 be a C , real-valued function on 0, satisfying
 supp
 14, 1 21Ž .
and
2j
 2   1 for  0. 22Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý
j
For j , k, and x 0 define

Ž j1.2 j j' '	 x  2 x sin 2 k 
 2  J x  d . 23Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hj , k 
0
Ž .Note that, by 9 ,
	   2Ž j1.212 sin 2j k 
 2j . 24Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆj , k
2Ž .THEOREM 1. Suppose f L  , dx . Then




2  ² :f  f , 	 . 26Ž .Ý ÝL Ž , d x . j , k
j k
Ž .The precise meaning of 25 is that the partial sums
N
² :f  f , 	 	Ý ÝN j , k j , k
jN k
2Ž .conerge to f in the L  , dx norm as N .
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Proof. Observe that, for j ,
Ž j1.2 j2 sin 2 k x 27 4Ž . Ž .k1
2Ž j  . Ž . Ž .is an orthonormal basis for L 0, 2 , dx . Hence, using 24 and 10 , we
 j have that, for  0, 2 ,
j ˆ'
 2   f Ž .Ž .
 j2 j Ž j1.2 j Ž j1.2ˆ' 
 2 t t f t 2 sin 2 k t dt 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H
0k1
 sin 2j kŽ .

Ž j1.2 jˆ² : f , 	 2 sin 2 kŽ .ˆÝ j , k
k1

Ž j1.2 j² : 2 f , 	 sin 2 k .Ž .Ý j , k
k1
Ž . Ž j .  j2 j Therefore, noting by 21 that 
 2  is supported in 2 , 2 ,
2j ˆ'x 
 2  f  J x  dŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 

 
Ž j1.2'² : f , 	 x 2Ý Hj , k
0k1
j j ' sin 2 k 
 2   J x dŽ .Ž . Ž . 

² : f , 	 	 x .Ž .Ý j , k j , k
k1
Ž .Taking the Hankel transform of this relation and using 9 , we have
N
2jˆ ˆf   
 2  f  .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÝN
jN
Therefore
2 ˆ ˆ 22 2   f f  f fL Žd x . L Ž  d .N N
N 2 2jˆ f  1 
 2   d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH ž /0 jN
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Ž .which goes to 0 as N  by 22 and the dominated convergence
Ž . Ž . Ž .theorem. This establishes 25 . To obtain 26 , substitute 25 for one of
² :the f ’s in f , f .
 4 2ŽThe collection 	 is not an orthonormal basis for L  ,j, k j , k 
. Ž . ²dx , but by 26 it is a tight frame. We call the map taking f to f ,
:4 s	 the Bessel 	-transform. It is easy to characterize the Hj, k j , k B
norm in terms of the Bessel 	-transform.
2Ž .THEOREM 2. Let s. For f L  ,
12
2js
s  ² :f  2 f , 	 . 28Ž .Ý ÝH j , kB ž /
j k
Ž . Ž j .Proof. Applying 22 and the support properties of 
 2  ,
j 2222 j 2 s ˆs f  
 2   f   dŽ .Ž .Ž .ÝH HB j22j
22 j 22 js j ˆ 2 
 2  f   d .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý H
j22j
Ž j . Ž .By the support condition 
 2  and the fact that the set in 27 is an
2Ž j  .orthonormal basis for L 0, 2 , dx ,
j 222 j ˆ
 2  f   dŽ .Ž .Ž .H
j22
2 j2 j Ž j1.2 jˆ ' 
 2  f   2 sin 2 k dŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý H
0k1
 2 2ˆ² : ² : f , 	  f , 	 ,ˆÝ Ýj , k j , k
k1 k1
Ž . Ž .using 24 and 10 . Substituting this above completes the proof.
Ž . Ž .Observe that 28 is an equality when s 0, by 26 .
3. BESSEL WAVELETS
Ž .In this section, we will use Meyer’s original wavelets 11 to construct a
2Ž .certain orthonormal basis for L  , dx . To describe Meyer’s wavelets,
Ž .we follow Daubechies’ exposition 3 . We define the Fourier transform F
by
12 i xF f   2 f x e dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .H

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With this normalization, the inverse Fourier transform is defined by
1 Ž . Ž .F f x  F f x , and we have the Parseval relation
² : ² :F f , Fg  f , g . 29Ž .
Meyer constructed a function, which we call h, such that the collection
 4 2Ž . Ž 2Ž ..h forms an orthonormal basis for L   L , dx , wherej, k j, k
Ž . j2 Ž j .h x  2 h 2 x k for each j, k . To construct h, let w: j, k
2 Žbe an even function which is sufficiently smooth, at least C w can be
.chosen to be C , and which has compact support as follows:
  4supp w : 23   83 . 30Ž .
 An example given in 3, p. 117 is
 3 2 4
   sin    1 ,   ž /ž /2 2 3 3w   31 3 4 8Ž . Ž .
   cos    1 ,   ž /ž /2 4 3 3
0, otherwise,
Ž 2 . Ž .where  is a sufficiently smooth function at least C satisfying  x  0
Ž . Ž . Ž .if x 0,  x  1 if x 1, and  x   1 x  1. Then
121 i 2h F 2 e w  .Ž . Ž .Ž .
It follows that
12 jj2 i2 Žk12. jF h   2 2 e w 2  . 32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j , k
Ž .By 29 , the collection
F h 33 4 Ž .j , k j , k
2Ž .is an orthonormal basis for L  .
Our Bessel waelets are defined for j  and k by
12 j21 ' x  2 2 xŽ . Ž .j , k

j j ' sin 2 k 12  w 2  J x  d . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 
0
Note that each  is real-valued. Our goal is to prove the following.j, k
 4THEOREM 3. The set  is an orthonormal basis forj, k j , k
2Ž .L  , dx .
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The proof involves two simple steps. First we reflect the functions F hj, k
Ž .Lemma 4 , to adapt to  , in the same way that the Fourier sine
expansion on  is obtained from the usual complex exponential Fourier
expansion on . Then we renormalize to deal with the weight  on the
Ž .transform side and apply 10 .
To begin the first step, define, for j  and k,
12 j21 j jg   2 2 sin 2 k 12  w 2  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j , k
 4LEMMA 4. The collection g is an orthonormal basis forj, k j , k
2Ž .L  , dx .
Proof. Observe that because w is even,
g   i F h   F h   i F h   F h  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j , k j , k j , k j , k j ,k1
Hence, using the fact that each g is odd,j, k
 
1² :     g , g  g x g x dx g x g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hj , k j , k j , k j , k j , k j , k2
0 
1 1
    F h F h  F h F hH Hj , k j , k j ,k1 j , k2 2
 
1 1
    F h F h  F h F h .H Hj , k j ,k 1 j ,k1 j ,k 12 2
 
Note that k k 1, since k, k 1, so the two middle integrals are 0.
By the orthonormality of the F h ’s, the other two integrals are 1 whenj, k
Ž . Ž  .j, k  j , k and 0 otherwise. This proves the orthonormality of the set
 4g .j, k j , k
2Ž .To prove completeness, suppose f L  , dx . Let f be the odd o
Ž .extension of f to . If we expand the complex exponential in 32 using
Euler’s formula and recall that w is even, we see that, for any j  and
k,
i
f F h  f g  i fg . 35Ž .H H Ho j , k o j , k j , k2  0
Ž . Ž .If k  and k 0, then k 1 0, so 35 and the relation F h xj, k
Ž . F h x imply thatj,k1
f F h  f x F h x dxŽ . Ž .H Ho j , k o j , k
 

 f F h i fg .H Ho j ,k1 j ,k1
 0
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2Ž . Ž .Hence if f is orthogonal in L  , dx to every g j , k , then j, k
2Ž . Ž .f is orthogonal in L  to every F h j, k  . By the completenesso j, k
noted above, f  0, so f 0.o
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 3. By 9 and 34 ,
12 j21 12 j jˆ   2 2  sin 2 k 12  w 2  , 36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .j , k
ˆ 12Ž . Ž . Ž .or     g  . Hence, by 10 ,j, k j, k
ˆ ˆ² : ² : ² :      ,    ,   g , g .j , k j , k j , k j , k j , k j , k
 4 2Ž .So the orthonormality of  in L  , dx follows from Lemma 4.j, k 
2Ž . ² :For completeness, suppose f L  , dx and f ,   0 for all j, k
2ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .'j, k  . Since is unitary,  f   L  , d and, for each
j  and k,
ˆ ˆ ˆ² : ² :' f  , g   f ,   f ,   0.Ž . Ž .¦ ; j , k j , k j , k
ˆ ˆŽ .'By Lemma 4,  f   0 a.e. Hence f 0 and therefore f 0 in
2Ž .L  , dx .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe that 16 follows from 30 and 36 . We will use the following
lemma to estimate  .j, k
1Ž .LEMMA 5. For h L  and x, b , define 
 'S h x , b  h  sin b  J x dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
0
and
 'C h x , b  h  cos b  J x d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
0
2  Suppose g :   is C and supp g c, d for some 0 c d .
Then for x b,
2b 1
 ˜S g x , b  C g x , b  S Lg x , b 37Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2x  b x  b
and
2b 1
 ˜C g x , b  S g x , b  C Lg x , b , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2x  b x  b
˜ Ž .where L is as in 1 .
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2˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .' 'Proof. Note by 6 that L  J x  x  J x , where L de-Ž  .   Ž  .
Ž .notes the operator in 1 acting in the  variable. Hence
x 2  b2 S g x , bŽ . Ž . Ž .

2˜ ' g  sin b L  J x d b S g x , bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž  . 
0

2˜ ' L g  sin b  J x d b S g x , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž  . 
0
Žby integration by parts the boundary terms vanish by the support condi-
.tions on g . But
˜ ˜ L g  sin b  sin b Lg   2bg  cos bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž  .
 b2 g  sin b .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Substituting this yields 37 .
Ž .We obtain 38 in the same way.
Let  denote the characteristic function of a set E.E
Ž . 2 M Ž .THEOREM 6. Suppose w in 34 belongs to C  for some M.
Then for m 0, 1, 2, . . . , there exists c  such that for all j ,m , M
k, and x 0,
M MŽm. jŽ12m. j j j  x  c 2 1 2 xk 1 2 x 2 kŽ . Ž .Ž .j , k m , M
m12j
j  j 2 x  x   x .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5Ž0, 2 . 2 , .
Ž . Ž .Proof. By 18 , which follows from 34 , it is sufficient to prove
MMŽm.   x  c 1 xk 1 x kŽ . Ž . Ž .0, k m , M
 xm12 x   xŽ . Ž . 4Ž0, 1. 1, .
for all k and x 0. Let
G x  x12 xŽ . Ž .0, k 0, k
2 83 ' sin k 12  w  J x  d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .( H  23
For notational convenience, let
H x  x l x  x12 x .Ž . Ž . Ž .l Ž0, 1. 1, .
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By the Leibniz rule, it is sufficient to prove that
MMŽm.  G x  c 1 xk 1 x k H x . 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, k m , M m
Note that
2 83Žm. m Žm. 'G x  sin k 12  w   J x  d , 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .( H0, k  23
by differentiating under the integral sign.
Ž .  Žm.Ž .  m  4By 5 , J x  c x for 0 x 1, for all m 0 . Also m
 Ž .  12 Ž   .J x  cx for x 1 see, e.g., 6, p. 139 ; this holds for all  . By
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž the relation J x  J x  J x 6, p. 133 ; this also holds for all 1 x
. it follows that
Žm.J x  c H x 41Ž . Ž . Ž .  , m m
for all x 0.
  Ž .  Žm. Suppose that x k  1. Then 39 reduces to G  c H ,0, k m , M m
Ž . Ž .which follows from 40 and 41 by simple magnitude estimates.
 Now suppose x k  1 and, to begin with, m 0. By definition,
2
G x  S w x , k 12 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .(0, k 
where S is as in Lemma 5. By assumption, w is a C 2 M function supported
 on 23, 83 . Note that applying the derivative or L does not increase
the support and decreases the degree of smoothness by at most 2. We can
Ž . Ž .apply 37 and 38 M times and write G as a linear combination of0, k
terms of the form
lk 12Ž .
S g x , k 12 orŽ . Ž .M22x  k 12Ž .Ž .
42Ž .lk 12Ž .
C g x , k 12 ,Ž . Ž .M22x  k 12Ž .Ž .
where 0 lM and g is some M-fold iteration of either the derivative
˜  or L applied to w. Note that g is supported in 23, 83 and is
Ž 2 M . Ž .continuous since w C . Hence 41 and simple size estimates yield
MM 22G x  c k 12 x  k 12 H x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0, k M 
Ž .  which is equivalent to 39 for x k  1 and m 0.
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Ž .For m 0, we take the mth derivative of the terms in 42 . Let
mm m m , where each m is a nonnegative integer. By the1 2 3 i
Leibniz rule, we obtain terms which are constant multiples of
lk 12 1Ž .
Žm . Žm .1 2D DM Mx k 12 x k 12Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .

Žm . m Žm .3 3 3 'D sin k 12  g   J x  d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 
0
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .or similar terms with cos k 12  in place of sin k 12  . For the
Ž . lŽderivative of order m , we obtain an estimate of the form c k 12 x1 m
Ž ..Mm1 M Ž .M Ž k 12  c k x k where the constant c is allowedm m
.to have different values at different occurences . For the m derivative, we2
 Mm2 Ž  .Mobtain a bound of the form c x k  c 1 x k in them m
 same way, using the assumption that x k  1. For the integral term,
Ž . Ž .41 and the support conditions yield a bound of the form c H x M m3
Ž . Ž .c H x . Putting these estimates together gives 39 .M m
Ž .Note that 17 is the case m 0 of Theorem 6.
COROLLARY 7. For each j  and k, we hae  D .j, k L
Ž .  Ž .Proof. By Theorem 6,  C  , hence  ,  AC  . Forj, k  j, k j, k loc 
 Ž .  12   Ž .  120 x 1,  x  c x and  x  c x , also by Theoremj, k j j, k j
Ž .6. These estimates guarantee that lim  x  0 and that  andx 0 j, k j, k
 Ž . are square integrable on 0, 1 , where we use the assumption thatj, k
 0 for the case of   . Since we assume w C 2, Theorem 6 appliesj, k
with M 1 to show that  and   have decay at  of order at leastj, k j, k
2  2Ž .x . Hence  ,   L  .j, k j, k 
˜ 2Ž . Ž .By 2 , what remains is to show L  L  . The estimates ofj, k 
 2 2 ˜Ž .Theorem 6 show that both terms  and   14 x  in Lj, k j, k j, k
' .are square integrable on 1, . To consider x near 0, first bring x and
˜ Ž . Ž .then L in 34 inside the integral, and apply 6 to obtain
12 j21L˜ x  2 2Ž . Ž .j , k

j j 2' ' sin 2 k 12  w 2   x J x  d . 43Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 
0
˜From this and the compact support of w, trivial estimates show that Lj, k
˜ 12 ˜Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..is bounded on 0, 1 in fact, L x O x . This shows that Lj, k j, k
2Ž .belongs to L  and completes the proof.
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Similar results hold for 	 also, but we do not state these since theyj, k
will not be used.
4. NORM ESTIMATES FOR BESSEL WAVELETS
In this section we use the norm characterizations in Theorem 2 to derive
analogous results for Bessel wavelets.
2Ž .THEOREM 8. Let s. For f L  , dx ,
12
2js
s  ² :f  2 f ,  .Ý ÝH j , kB ž /
j k
Ž Ž ..Our primary interest is in the case s 1 i.e., 19 , but the general case
is no more difficult to prove. We require the following lemma.
Ž . Ž  . Ž .LEMMA 9. Suppose j, k , j , k   and that w in 34 belongs to
C M for some integer M 2.
 ² :  4If j  j 2, 3, 4, 5 , then  , 	  0. 44Ž .j , k j , k
  4 If j  j 2, 3, 4, 5 , there exists a constant c  , independent of j, j , k,M
and k, such that
 Mj j² :  , 	  c 1 2 k 12  k . 45Ž . Ž .Ž .j , k j , k M
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By 10 , 24 , and 36 ,
ˆ² : ² :    , 	   , 	ˆ j , k j , k j , k j , k
 212 2Ž jj
 .2
 j j j w 2  





 212 2Ž j
j .2
   j j j j w 2 y 
 y sin 2 k 12 y sin k y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
 12 Ž j j.2 j j  2 w 2 y 
 yŽ .Ž .H
0
 j j cos k 2 k 12 yŽ . Ž .
 j jcos k 2 k 12 y dy .Ž . 4Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž jj . Ž .   4By 21 and 30 , w 2 y 
 y is identically 0 unless j  j 2, 3, 4, 5 ,
Ž . which establishes 44 . For the four remaining possibilities for j  j,
Ž jj . Ž . Mw 2 y 
 y is a C compactly supported function. Integrating by parts
M times in the last integral yields
 Mj j² :  , 	  c 1 2 k 12  kŽ .Ž .j , k j , k M
 Mj j c 1 2 k 12  k .Ž .Ž .M
Since k, k  1, the first term dominates.
The estimates in Lemma 9 control the ‘‘change of coordinates’’ matrix
which allows us to pass from Theorem 2 to Theorem 8.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 8. For j, k   let
js² : js² :a  2 f ,  and b  2 f , 	 .j , k j , k j , k j , k
Ž . Ž .Define vectors a a and b b . Also definej, k Ž j, k . j, k Ž j, k .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž   .   infinite matrices R r and S s , where j, k and j , kj, k ; j , k j, k ; j , k
run through , by setting
Ž jj . s² : Ž jj . s² :       r  2  , 	 and s  2 	 ,  .j , k ; j , k j , k j , k j , k ; j , k j , k j , k
Ž .Applying 25 to  ,j, k
a  2 js f ,  , 	   	    r   b   ,Ý Ý Ý Ýj , k j , k j , k j , k j , k ; j k j , k¦ ¦ ; ;
   j k  j  k 
or a Rb. Similarly, expanding 	 using Theorem 3, we obtain b Sa.j, k
2 Ž . Ž .Since we assume w C , 45 holds with M 2. From this and 44 , it
follows that
  sup r  Ý j , k ; j , k
 Ž .j , k  Ž .j , k 
and
  sup r  ,Ý j , k ; j , k
 Ž .j , k  Ž .j , k 
Ž . Ž and similarly for S. By Schur’s lemma with weights equal to 1 see e.g., 5,
. 2Ž .p. 185 , R and S act boundedly on l  . Hence
  2   2   sa  b  f ,l Ž. l Ž. HB
by Theorem 2.
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5. THE GALERKIN SOLUTION OF Lu f USING
BESSEL WAVELETS
We now consider the Galerkin approach to the numerical solution of
Ž .the equation Lu f on  , with fR L given. The solution is unique
˜ ˜because Lu 0 implies Lu 0, but any solution of Lu 0 is of the form
12 12 2Ž .c x  c x , which does not belong to L  unless the con-1 2 
stants c and c are both 0.1 2
In the Galerkin approach, we consider a finite subset  of . We
set
S span  : j, k  .Ž . 4j , k
We will approximate the solution u by an element of S. This is reasonable
2Ž .  4 2Ž .since u L  and  is an orthonormal basis for L  . j, k Ž j, k . 
We write this approximation to u as
u  x  , 46Ž .ÝS j , k j , k
Ž .j , k 
Ž . Žwhere the vector x x whose components will depend on ,j, k Ž j, k .
.but we suppress this dependence notationally is determined so that
² : ² :Lu ,   f ,  , for all j, k  . 47Ž . Ž .S j , k j , k
Note that u D since  D for each j, k by Corollary 7. If weS L j, k L
Ž . Ž .substitute 46 into 47 , we obtain the linear system
² : ² :   L ,  x  f ,  , for all j, k  . 48Ž . Ž .Ý j , k j , k j , k j , k
 Ž .j , k 
Ž . ² :We set b b , where b  f ,  , and we define a matrixj, k Ž j, k . j, k j, k
Ž . ² : Ž .       A  a by setting a  L ,  . Then 48S j, k ; j , k Ž j, k ., Ž j , k . j, k ; j , k j , k j, k
becomes A x b.S
Our goal is to show that we can precondition the linear system Ax b
with a simple diagonal preconditioner, so that the result has a condition
number bounded independent of the subspace S. Thus, using Bessel
wavelets, we will obtain the same results for the Bessel operator that
Ž .Jaffard 8 obtained using standard wavelets for uniformly elliptic
SturmLiouville systems, as noted in the Introduction.
Ž .   Define the diagonal matrix D  d byS j, k ; j , k Ž j, k ., Ž j , k .
2 j 2 j

if j, k  j , kŽ . Ž .
 d j , k ; j , k ½ 0 otherwise.
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Then A x b is equivalent toS
D1A D1D xD1 b. 49Ž .S S S S S
Let M D1A D1. Note that the components of M areS S S S S
jj² :   m  2 L ,  . 50Ž .j , k ; j , k j , k j , k
1 Ž .Also define vectors yD x and zD b. Then 49 becomesS S
M y z . 51Ž .S
Ž .Our main point is that 51 is well-conditioned. Let C and C be the best1 2
constants in Theorem 8 for s 1, i.e., the best values such that
2 22j j1² :   ² :C 2 f ,   f  C 2 f , Ý Ý Ý ÝH1 j , k 2 j , kB
j k j k
1 Ž .for all fH . We denote the condition number of a matrix M by c M .B 
THEOREM 10. For any  ,
   1  1M  C and M  C .S 2 S 1
Ž .In particular, c M  C C . S 2 1
Ž . 1Proof. Let    be a vector of length 1. Let wD  ; i.e.,j, k Ž j, k . S
w has components w  2j . Define a function g byj, k j, k
g w  .Ý j , k j , k
Ž .j , k 
Ž .Note gD , by Corollary 7. Then by 50 and linearity,L
j j² : ² : ² :   M  ,   L ,  2  2   Lg , g .Ý ÝS j , k j , k j , k j , k
 Ž . Ž .j , k  j , k 
52Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence by 52 and 13 , using Theorem 8 and the uniqueness of the Bessel
wavelet transform, we have
² :   2 1  j  2   2M  ,   g  2 w    1.Ý ÝHS j , k j , kB
Ž . Ž .j , k  j , k 
More precisely, using the definitions of C and C , we obtain1 2
² :C  M  ,   C 53Ž .1 S 2
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  Ž . Žwhenever   1. By 50 , M is real and symmetric since L is self-ad-S
. Ž .  joint , and 53 shows that M is positive. Thus M is the maximumS S
Ž .  1 eigenvalue of M , which by 53 is  C . Also, M is the reciprocal ofS 2 S
1 1Ž .  the minimum eigenvalue of M . So, by 53 , M  C .S S 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let T be an operator of the form 20 , with 0 c  a x , b x  c  1 2
for all x 0, for some constants c , c . We apply the Galerkin procedure1 2
to the equation Tu f using Bessel wavelets for L for  12. We end
up with the linear system
B x y ,S
where B is the matrix with entriesS
jj² :   b  2 T ,  .j , k ; j , k j , k j , k
This system is also well-conditioned.
1 Ž .LEMMA 11. The norms of B and B , and hence c B , are boundedS S  S
with bounds independent of .
Proof. Let  , w, and g be as in the proof of Theorem 10. Following in
the same way, we end up with
² : ² :B  ,   Tg , g .S
But
  2 2² : ² : ² :² :Tg , g   ag  bgx , g  ag , g  bgx , g ,Ž .
Ž .by integration by parts justified by the estimates for  in Theorem 6 .j, k
But since  12, there exist positive constants c and c such that3 4
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .c   14  b x  c   14 for all x . Thus3 4 
² : ²  : 2 2 ² :Tg , g  g , g    14 gx , g  Lg , g ,² :Ž .
by integrating by parts again and noting that each term is nonnegative
Ž .since  12 . Then the proof runs as before.
In addition to having a bounded condition number, the matrix M inS
Ž .51 has a second key computational property: it is sparse.
Ž .LEMMA 12. i The entries of M satisfyS
   m  0 if j  j  1. 54Ž .j , k ; j , k
Ž . Ž . Mii Suppose w in 34 belongs to C for some integer M 2. There
exists a positie constant C independent of j, k, j, k, and  such thatM
 Mjj  m  c 1 2 k  12  k 12Ž . Ž .Ž .j , k ; j , k M
  if j  j  1. 55Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By 50 , 10 , 11 , and 36 ,
jj² :   m  2 L , j , k ; j , k j , k j , k
jj ˆ ˆ  2 L , Ž .¦ ;j , k j , k 




k 12  dŽ .Ž .
  1 3Ž j j.2 2 j j j j 2 2 y w 2 y w y sin 2 k 12 yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
 sin k 12 y dy . 56Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now 54 follows from 30 , and 55 follows as in the proof of Lemma 9.
Ž .Note that this proof uses the relation 11 , which is not available when
Ž . Žwe replace L with T as in 20 . Nevertheless a certain decay in B whichS
.gives a degree of sparseness after thresholding the entries can be obtained
from the localization estimates in Theorem 6.
6. NUMERICAL WORK
We do not have an explicit estimate of the constant C C in Theorem2 1
10 bounding the condition number of each M . Hence in principle it couldS
be huge. In this section we present numerical evidence which shows that it
appears to be at most on the order of 4. In the process, certain implemen-
tation issues are addressed, such as finding a convenient exhausting
sequence of wavelet-Galerkin subspaces.
We first discuss the computation of the matrix entries m   . We usej, k ; j , k
Ž .56 , which shows that all we require for computation is the function w.
Ž .We define w by 31 , where  is given on 0 x 1 by
 x  x 4 35 84 x 70 x 2  20 x 3 ,Ž . Ž .
  3Ž . Ž Ž . 3Ž .3as in 3, p. 119 . Then  C  note that  x  140 x 1 x for
. Ž .     Ž . 0 x 1 . By 54 , m  0 if j  j  1. If j  j, 56 shows thatj, k ; j , k
m   depends only on k and k, so we setj, k ; j , k
R k , k m Ž .0 j , k ; j , k
83 1 2 2 2 y w y sin k 12 y sin k  12 y dy .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
23
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Ž . Ž  .  Ž .Note that R is symmetric: R k, k  R k , k . If j  j 1, 56 shows0 0 0
that m   depends only on k and k, so we definej, k ; j , k
43 52 1 2
R k , k m  2  y w 2 y w y sin 2 k 12 yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 j , k ; j1, k
23
 sin k 12 y dy .Ž .Ž .
If j j1, then by the symmetry of M and the independence of jS
and j in the previous case,
m m   R k , k .Ž .j , k ; j1, k j1, k ; j , k 1
For n , we define
8 31 2 2H n   y w y cos ny dy 57Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
23
and
4332 1 2I n  2  y w 2 y w y cos n 12 y dy . 58Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
23
Then by trigonometry,
R k , k H k k H k k 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and
R k , k  I 2k k  I 2k k 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .Thus we come down to computing the Fourier integrals H n and I n .
This must be done carefully. If we use a standard quadrature approxima-
tion to the integral, the highly oscillatory nature of the terms cos ny and
ŽŽ . .cos n 12 y will lead to huge errors for n large, unless the number of
terms in the sum is prohibitively great. Instead we follow the procedure
   Ž .described in 12, pp. 577584 , in particular using 12, 13.9.13 .
To verify that the condition number of M is bounded independent ofS
 Ž . 4S, we select a sequence of subspaces S   : j, k  such thatl j, k l
 4  is an increasing sequence of subsets of  with    l l1 l1 l
Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .4. We begin by letting   0, 1 and   0, 1 , 1, 1 , 1, 2 . If we1 2
˜ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4continue with   0, 1 , 1, 1 , 1, 2 , 2, 1 , 2, 2 , 2, 3 , 2, 4 and so on,3
then we will never include values of j that are less than 0, and we will not
include additional values of k for each j. Instead, we obtain  by shifting3
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˜the first component of each entry of  by subtracting 1. We obtain3
  1, 1 , 0, 1 , 0, 2 , 1, 1 , 1, 2 , 1, 3 , 1, 4 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3
˜Actually, the matrices corresponding to  and  are the same, since the3 3
nonzero entries only depend on whether the j indices are the same or
different by 1, as noted above. We define  by expanding  with pairs4 3
corresponding to j 2,
   2, 1 , 2, 2 , 2, 3 , . . . , 2, 8 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 3
We continue in this way. That is, to define  when l is even, we addl
2 l1 terms at the next j level, starting at k 1. For odd values of l , we
first shift all pairs of the previous set  by subtracting 1 in the firstl1
component, and then we add 2 l1 pairs at the next level in the same way.
More precisely, we have, for  1, 2, . . . ,
   1, 1 ,  2, 1 ,  2, 2 ,  3, 1 , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
 , 1 ,  , 2 , . . . ,  , 221Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
and, for  0, 1, 2, . . . ,
   , 1 ,  1, 1 ,  1, 2 ,  2, 1 , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .21
 , 1 ,  , 2 , . . . ,  , 22 .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .
The sets  are increasing and their union is . Note that thel
cardinality of  is 2 l 1.l
We define a matrix M M corresponding to the set  and thel S ll
Ž . subspace S . Its entries are the terms m corresponding to all j, kl j, k ; j , k
Ž  . Ž l . Ž l .and j , k in  . In particular, M is a 2  1  2  1 matrix. Forl l
Ž .example, because the third and sixth elements of  above are 0, 2 and3
Ž . Ž1, 3 , the entry in the third row and sixth column also the sixth row and
. Ž .third column of M is m  R 2, 3 . We let the indices j, k in3 0, 2; 1, 3 1
m   label the row and j, k label the column.j, k ; j , k
Ž .If the ordering of the pairs j, k for the rows and columns of M is thel
same as in the listings above, as suggested by the preceding example, then
M has a simple block structure. There are l square blocks down thel
Ždiagonal, starting with a 1 1 block in the upper left corner correspond-
.ing to the lowest j, which always has only k 1 . Going down the diagonal
Ž .left to right , this is followed by a 2 2 block corresponding to the second
lowest level, then a 3 3 block, and so on, down to a 2 l1  2 l1 block
in the lower right corner, corresponding to the highest j level. All entries
in these diagonal blocks are of the form m   with j j; that is, thesej, k ; j , k
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Ž . p p entries are of the form R k, k . In a block of size 2  2 , k and k run0
from 1 to 2 p. Thus each of these diagonal blocks are submatrices of the
largest one, and hence only the largest one needs to be computed to
determine all of the diagonal blocks.
Ž .The only other nonzero terms besides those in the diagonal blocks are
Ž .in rectangular blocks directly above and below the diagonal blocks, by 54 .
Since M is symmetric, we describe only the blocks above the diagonall
p p Žblocks. Above each 2  2 block except for the case p 1 obviousiy
. p1 pnothing is above this entry in the first row , there is a 2  2 block
corresponding to terms of the form m   with j j 1, that is, toj, k ; j , k
Ž . p1  pR k, k . In this block, k runs from 1 to 2 and k runs from 1 to 2 .1
Thus again the smaller rectangular blocks are submatrices of the largest
one.
To pass from M to M , one needs only to add three rectangularl1 l
block matrices to M . The first is a 2 l1  2 l1 block along thel1
 Ž .2 l1diagonal in the lower right corner consisting of the matrix R k, k .0 k , k 1
l2 l1  Ž . l2 l1The second is a 2  2 block R k, k above the1 1 k 2 , 1 k  2
new diagonal block. The third is the transpose of the second, added to the
left of the new diagonal block.
By the fact that the entries m   depend only on j j, the matrixj, k ; j , k
M can be regarded as corresponding to any l levels, not necessarilyl
those specified above. In practice, one would select the set  based on the
region one is considering and other factors specific to a given application.
However, since any finite set  is a subset of some  , to confirml
Theorem 10 it suffices to consider the sequence chosen above.
We obtained numerically the following table of values of the condition
number of M .l










This confirms our main claim that the condition numbers are bounded
and shows that they are sufficiently small for this method to be practical.
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7. THE CASE  0
The case  0 presents some additional difficulties. In this case, the
domain of L L is0
  2˜'D  g : g , g  AC  ; lim g x  x ln x  0; g , g , Lg LŽ . Ž . Ž .½ 50 l oc 
x0
59Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2, Theorem 3.1 . The general considerations of 4  13 still hold.
Ž .Defining 	 as in 23 , Theorems 1 and 2 hold, by the same arguments.j, k
Ž .Similarly, defining  by 34 , Theorem 3 is established in exactly thej, k
same way. The first time that the assumption  0 is used is in the proof
of Corollary 7. Lemma 5 still holds for  0, and the estimates in
Theorem 6 are also correct, by the same argument. It follows that
Ž . ,   AC  . By Theorem 6,  is dominated by a multiple ofj, k j, k l oc  j, k
12 'Ž . Ž .x near 0, so lim  x  x ln x  0. The estimates in Theoremx 0 j, k
2Ž .   .6 imply that   L  and that  is square integrable on 1, . Butj, k  j, k
  Ž .  12the estimates in Theorem 6 only give  x  c x for x near 0, soj, k j, k
 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we cannot conclude that   L  . In fact, by 5 , J x  1 xh x ,j, k  0
Ž . Ž .with h C  . Substituting this in 34 and differentiating under the
 Ž . 12integral sign shows that  x is of the form c x plus a term whichj, k j, k
Ž .is bounded near 0. Curiously, however, the argument using 43 in the
˜ 2Ž .proof of Corollary 7 that shows that L  L  still applies. Whatj, k 
happens is that there is a cancellation of singularities near the origin in the
˜two terms of L . Thus the only reason we cannot conclude thatj, k
 D is the failure of   to be square integrable near the origin.j, k 0 j, k
This causes some serious problems. For example, the natural equiva-
lence
˜  2   2² : ² : ² : ² :Lg , g   g  g4 x , g  g , g  g4 x , g , 60Ž .
Ž .which holds for g C  by integration by parts, does not hold with0 
g  because the right side is not defined. Similarly, in the Galerkinj, k
procedure, it is not reasonable to approximate the solution u of L u f0
by u Ý x  for  D . Hence the Friedrichs extension isS Ž j, k . j, k j, k j, k 0
˜ not the natural extension of L for the BesselGalerkin procedure.C0
Instead we work with the maximal extension L , which is the restrictionmax
˜of L to its maximal domain
 2 ˜ 2D  g : g , g  AC  ; g L  ; Lg L  .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4max l oc   
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From what we have noted,  D for every j, k. The disadvantage ofj, k max
L is that it is not a self-adjoint operator. In particular, we cannotmax
Ž . Ž .conclude that 11 and 13 hold for all gD .max
Ž . Ž .However, from 43 and 9 ,
12 j21 32 j jˆL    2 2  sin 2 k 12  w 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .max j , k
2ˆ    , 61Ž . Ž .j , k
Ž .for each j, k. Thus, although we cannot use 11 , which follows from the
spectral theorem applied to the self-adjoint operator L , we still obtain the0
Ž .conclusion of 11 for L and g  by a direct argument. Note thatmax j, k
Ž .61 implies that
² : ² :   L  ,    , L  62Ž .max j , k j , k j , k max j , k
  Ž .for all j, k, j , k by 10 since
ˆ ˆ 2ˆ ˆ   L  ,      ,  Ž . Ž .¦ ;Ž .¦ ;max j , k j , k j , k j , k 
ˆ 2ˆ ˆ ˆ      ,      , L  .Ž . Ž .¦ ; ¦ ;Ž .j , k j , k j , k max j , k 
 Ž .Thus L restricted to a BesselGalerkin subspace S span  : j, kmax j, k
4 Ž . where  is a finite set is self-adjoint. This turns out to be all that is
needed to obtain the primary results for L .max
First, Theorem 8 in Section 4 carries through with no change because its
proof does not involve the operator L. Now consider the equation L umax
Ž . f , with fR L , the range of L . The solution u is unique,max max
˜ 12 12because a solution of Lu 0 is of the form c x  c x ln x, which is1 2
2Ž .not in L  unless it is identically 0. Let S be a BesselGalerkin
Ž .subspace, as above, and suppose u Ý x  . Then 47 with LS Ž j, k . j, k j, k
replaced with L makes sense because SD . Thus we obtain themax max
Ž .linear system 48 with L replaced with L . We precondition as inmax
Ž .Section 5, obtaining the matrix equation 51 , where M has componentsS
Ž . Ž .defined in 50 with L in place of L. Note that M is symmetric by 62 .max S
Theorem 10, which states the boundedness of the condition number of
M , still holds. There are two ways to see this. First, one can note that theS
Ž .only step in the proof that requires modification is the use of 13 for
Ž .gÝ w   S. Previously we had 13 automatically, for allŽ j, k . j, k j, k
Ž .elements in the domain of the operator. This is not so clear here, but 11
Ž . Ž .still holds for g S by 61 , which implies 13 . However, the second way
Ž Ž ..to see Theorem 10 is easier: just note e.g., by 56 that M is independentS
of  and use the result for  0. Similarly, we obtain Lemma 12.
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Of course there is no analog of Lemma 11 because it requires  12.
The approach just outlined works also for  0. This may be useful for
Ž . Ž .considering the equation Lu f for fR L  R L , where heremax
L is the maximally defined operator for  0. However, it is moremax
natural to work with L, when possible, and it is convenient to know that
Ž . D and that equations like 60 with g  are correct for  0.j,k L j, k
8. CONCLUSION
Much of the approach we have taken can be generalized to a certain
ˆclass of SturmLiouville operators. In this case, there is a transformation
ˇ 'Ž . Ž . Ž .with inverse defined as in 7 and 9 , but with x J x replaced with a
Ž .kernel of the more general form K x,  and with  d replaced with a
Ž .spectral measure d  on . This SturmLiouville transform is a unitary
2Ž . 2Ž .map from L  , dx to L , d which diagonalizes the SturmLiouville
Ž . Žoperator L in the sense that 11 holds by the spectral theorem for
 .self-adjoint differential operators, as in 1, p. 192 . If we assume that d is
supported on  , is absolutely continuous and is positive and bounded
away from 0, then many of the results of this paper carry over, such as
Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 8. However, the estimates in Theorem 6 are not
certain in general. For the Bessel case presented here, these are simplified
'Ž . Ž .by the explicit nature of the kernel K x,   x J x .
When discussing the Galerkin procedure for numerically solving Lu f ,
² :we assume that the wavelet coefficients f ,  are given. We have notj, k
discussed how to compute these coefficients efficiently. In the general
SturmLiouville setting, under certain estimates on the ‘‘father wavelet,’’
there is a fast algorithm which is similar to the usual wavelet algorithm.
Moreover, this leads to a fast algorithm for computing the SturmLiouville
transform itself. However, at this point it is not clear how restrictive these
conditions on the father wavelet are. These topics are discussed in the
 setting of more general SturmLiouville operators in 13 . We hope to
address these points in subsequent papers.
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